


I see , A radiant light,

Light of creation

One which radiates

The fabric of space - time

I bear this light,

And today I conflate this very light

To create a land of gruesome divinity

I create a jingle

of life, of paradigm.

-Kanistha Chopra

11 - Science 

3414

One whose breath breathes purity.

One armed with nature’s greatest weapon

a weapon unbeknownst by many -

It is knowledge.

And I call,

this land of beauty - beautified 

Bharat. 



Across this diving land,

soars a fine feeding of pride and freedom.

that is, my Bharat

ever so bright and cheer some

The building blocks of this nation

constitutes of all the people in this land

who take each step together

unified and grand.

But every grain of sand,

Cannot be perfectly round and moist

Thus, not every problem can be eradicated

Unless, we choose to raise our voice.

There is no point complaining

this land has massive potential to grow,

and that land is my Bharat

I couldn't ask for anything more.

- Anant Varma
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People build our Bharat,

Diverse and different they maybe,

With unity gushing within them,

Caste, religion ,race forgotten,

Filled with respect an pride,

Notice it from the stride,

They’ll carry the legacy of Bharat,

Carry its culture and heritage,

They will make it last for ages,

Such are the people of Bharat,

Witness as they build our Bharat.

- Ananya Agarwal 
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Bharat which is known for its past,

Beholds a treasury of successes-vast,

I, as the youth of this very land

Shall always perform the helping hand.

For Bharat and its future.

I dream of bigger pictures,

Wishing the perish the sufferings the nation

Helping allies, even foes, in a situation.

From Sushruta’s and Aryabhatta’s ancient success days

To ISRO’s expenditures to explore the space

The ovations are definitely not insufficient.

Yet I fall short of words to explain Bharat’s conquest.

- G.P. Lakshmidharan 
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In the land of curry and cricket's fun,

I'm building my Bharat, under the sun.

From chai spills to auto honks' blare,

A goofy adventure, beyond compare!

With monkeys stealing hats and cows on streets,

Building my Bharat, where chaos meets.

Through tangled wires and potholes wide,

We're constructing a nation, a whimsical ride.

Innovation sparks in the midst of the show,

Building my Bharat, with a quirky glow.

With a dash of absurdity, dreams to impart,

We're crafting a Bharat, a playful heart.

- S.S. Sailesh 
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Amidst the echoes of history's call,

I'm building my Bharat, standing tall.

With hands united and spirits bright,

We forge a path toward boundless light.

From ancient roots to modern grace,

Building my Bharat, a vibrant embrace.

Cultures interweave, diversity so grand,

A tapestry woven across the land.

Innovation blooms, a future unfolds,

Building my Bharat, where dreams behold.

With hope as our guide, together we soar,

In unity's embrace, forever more.

- Vandit Bagaria 
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In the land where dreams arise anew,

I'm crafting my Bharat with purpose true.

From ancient tales to tomorrow's gleam,

We weave a destiny, like a cherished dream.

With unity's thread and diversity's hue,

Building my Bharat, a journey we pursue.

Each brick, each step, a legacy we start,

A symphony of souls, a work of heart.

Through trials and triumphs, side by side,

We build a nation with undying pride.

From village lanes to cities that stand,

Building my Bharat, hand in hand.’

- V Deeran Aadithya
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Building my Bharat, a legacy so grand,

Freedom's fighters united, hand in hand.

From Gandhi's nonviolence to Bose's fierce might,

They paved the path to liberation's light.

Monuments stand tall, narrating the past,

Tales of valor and struggles vast.

Taj Mahal's beauty and India Gate's pride,

A nation's history they beautifully guide.

Through trials and triumphs, we rise anew,

A land of dreams, where hopes come true.

Building my Bharat, a journey untold,

With freedom's flame and history's gold.

- Aathmika V. 
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Eons ago, Bharat was the pinnacle of its splendor,

The flame of its brilliance burning bright

The tune of its magnificence

Resonated across the seas.

However, upon the arrival,

Of the harbingers of chaos

The glory of Bharat was plunged into darkness.

The blaze reduced to a subdued glow

It’s resonance dulled into a mere hum.

The fame, though hidden, is not extinguished,

We must find it within us and reignite it.

We must let the hymn of the nation echo,

Only then can Bharat be restored to its former glory.

- Kritika Misra

11 – Science
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In the canvas of Bharat, dreams take flight,

Building a future with relentless might.

From the north's icy peaks to southern shores,

A tapestry of unity each heart adores.

With history's wisdom and progress's spark,

We build a Bharat that lights up the dark.

Diverse cultures blend, a harmonious song,

In this journey together, we all belong.

Through sweat and innovation, we pave the way,

Building my Bharat, come what may.

With hope as our guide, and love as our art,

We're crafting a legacy from the very start.

- Armaan Singhania
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The pride we have in our nation,

Should be our distinguished fashion.

The lost legacy of this great land,

Is our responsibility to hold.

Our 100 year heritage,

Is at stake in this modern age.

Bharat, the true essence of India.

Let’s mend ourselves,

To lend ourselves to bring Bharat back.

Let’s take a mental oath,

To bring this land forth.

- V. Amritha 
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Bharat, our people

People who work for our country

day after day

Bharat, our language,

Languages that distinguishes

Yet, unites.

Bharat, our voice.

Voicing different opinion

With the same aim

Bharat, our pride.

Pride that can never

be given up.

Bharat, our freedom

Freedom that lets us

spread our wings.

-Krishna Bhama 
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Bharat, the most populous country of the world,

For the better or for the worse?

Being the 5th largest economy,

7th largest nation by land area

4th by military might.

Yet, our nation is still highly disrespected,

only criticized for our flaws,

and barely praised for our great achievements.

Under the radar we progress.

The west not noticing as they think they’re the best.

- Ishan Shrivastava

11 - Science

3814

But not for long.

Practicing my culture builds soft power,.

When every Indian does it with burning 

desire,

Is how you build Bharat.



Amidst a sea of souls, vast and wide,

why me, of all, on this journey ride?

For within my heart, a vision does lie,

A dream of a home under the Indian sky

Every brick, every stone,

every beam echoes with my passion and my 

dream.

For in building my abode, I see

a reflection of Bharat and all it can be.

To craft with care, to design with glee

Why me of all Indians? Because it’s my decree.

Within my home’s walls, my legacy will thrive.

A testament to hopes, where dreams come alive.

- P.M. Sathyan
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The troop marches through our gates,

stored to take everything away

snatched the identity we had

left us with a imprisoned fate

We started to build again,

the identity, that shattered in fragment.

bottling up the feeling of failure

we walked towards success every year

Today I stand solemn,

On the land which has nourished me.

It doesn’t have to build me much

It has enough legacy to flourish thy.

-Tavishi Bagaria
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In my beloved Bharat, I’ll build a dream

Where unity and harmony forever gleam

With bricks of compassion and mortar of love

A nation soaring high, like a free-spirited dove

I’ll lay foundations strong, of knowledge and might

Where education empowers, shining ever bright

Embracing diversity, I’ll build bridges of trust

Breaking down barriers, in a world so unjust

With structures of justice, I’ll build an even ground

Where no one is oppressed, no voices are drowned

Respecting each other’s faith, creed, and belief

I’ll build a land where unity finds sweet relief

With empathy as my blueprint, I’ll create a space

For kindness and compassion to always embrace

Where people find solace, in times of despair

For a Bharat built on love, with hearts laid bare

- Neev Khaitan

11 - Management
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In Bharat, a land

Hand in hand we stand,

Building a future-

Grand and planned.

With hope and love as our guiding light,

We shape tomorrow, with all our might.

Diverse and potent, we rise above

Building my Bharat with unity and love.

Hard work flows in every vein,

Hopeful hearts no hurdle in vain,

From village fields to cities high,

We build our Bharat kissing the sky.

- Shabd Jain

11 - Management
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‘India’ when I hear, Something feels off,

Undoubtedly, non - reluctantly, all say “We’re proud Indians”

And yet again something feels missing

Its not the word or the country

It’s “that” colonial mindset that is off.

I can’t recall the last time I heard “We are Bharatiyas..”

India maybe our country, but Bharat is our identity.

The identity the can be buried unsheltered,

And yet be present within each of us.

This very same identity was buried by,

Who we now refer to as “Colonizers”

They, took a huge part of us and now,

It’s high time, we the Bharatiyas take a shovel,

Unbury and take back what was ours

Yes, our identities and in return burn ours.

“Western mindset” the so called “gift” from them.

Once again, like any other time in history,

Let’s build up our Bharat, together.

- Nandini Khemka

11 - Management
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- Pranav Pandey 

11 - Management

3412 

Every palm born in this earth,

the man to the lesser I suppose,

Have built thyself and thy earth,

Still, there is more to compose.

Breath by breath, skin after skin,

More to arrive, they arrive soon,

Lineages have bled, Thee have akin,

Have built thy palm to hold thee moon.

Death can’t rest the inevitable,

Thy must thrive for thy earth,

Bharat must fulfill the incomprehensible,

Build thee bharat, build thy worth.

Thee will come, will come soon,

The sun will rejoice with the moon.

Thy world will end akin thy earth 

Build thyself and thy Bharat.



Beneath old forts ; enduring shade,

Where histories and memories fade,

New structures of steel take their place,

Bharat’s modern stride, a dynamic pace.

Hills echo with timeless tales,

Valleys hum with modern trails,

In the dance of past and now,

Bharat finds its rhythm somehow.

With every beat, progress shows,

In this land, the eternal river flows,

An orchestra of change and lore,

Bharat thrives, forever more.

- Archit Sarawgi
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In the tapestry of time, a dream unfurls,

Building my Bharat, with hope that swirls.

From the foundation of unity, we rise,

A nation's strength reflected in our eyes.

Diverse threads woven in harmony's embrace,

Cultures and dreams intertwine with grace.

Innovation's fire, a beacon bright,

Guiding us forward with its radiant light.

Through every challenge, we'll stand tall,

Building my Bharat, we give our all.

With each brick laid, a story to impart,

A journey of love, unity, and heart.

- Nikhilesh Jhunjhunwala 
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In the land of spices and chai so sweet,

I'm building my Bharat with dancing feet.

From bustling bazaars to tech's grand spree,

A quirky concoction, just wait and see!

With autos zigzagging through city lanes,

Building my Bharat, with colorful refrains.

Through traffic jams and chai breaks galore,

We're constructing a nation like never before.

Innovation blooms like a masala blend,

Building my Bharat, around every bend.

With a dash of humor, and dreams as our part,

We're crafting a Bharat that's close to the heart.

- Vedant Rathi 

11 - Management
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Building my Bharat, a symphony we compose,

From Himalayan peaks to where the ocean flows.

With sweat and spirit, we lay the foundation strong,

A tapestry of cultures, woven along.

In every heart's rhythm, unity beats,

Diverse dreams converging on vibrant streets.

Through challenges and triumphs, hand in hand,

We build a brighter future for our homeland.

Innovation's flame, a beacon in the night,

Building my Bharat, with all our might.

With hope as our guide, and resilience our art,

Together we build, heart to heart.

- Shubh Mandhana 
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Building Bharat's future, oh what a sight,

Flying cars zipping left and right.

Robots serving chai with grace,

While cows parade in space.

Politicians' speeches, all by AI,

Monkeys in ties, reaching for the sky.

Chaat stalls on Mars, a spicy delight,

Even aliens crave them every night.

Yogis teach meditation to aliens so green,

Bollywood on Pluto, the best you've seen.

In Bharat's future, a comedic spree,

A blend of innovation and hilarity!

- Saeesha Santosh

IB 1st year
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Among diverse lands, cultures unite,

Building my Bharat, a beacon of light.

From ancient roots to horizons new,

A tapestry woven with dreams pursued.

Innovation's fire ignites the way,

Building my Bharat, come what may.

With unity's strength and hope's embrace,

We shape a future of boundless grace.

- C. Reshmi Bharadwaj 

IB 1st Year
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In the cradle of time, my Bharat stands,

Built on dreams and skilled hands.

From the Ganges' flow to Himalayan peaks,

A tapestry of stories, each heart speaks.

With unity we forge, diversity we embrace,

Building my Bharat, a harmonious grace.

Through challenges faced, we strive to mend,

A stronger nation, hand in hand.

Innovation's flame, a guiding light,

Building my Bharat, day and night.

With hope as our guide, and dreams as our chart,

We're shaping a future close to the heart.

- Vanshika Khemani 
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